PENTECOST
Pentecost was here, it was a day decided by Jesus. The twelve were present in a place
previously agreed. Was it not the moment when the “Great Comforter” announced by
Jesus their “Master” would come? All had harmonized, purified themselves by prayer,
meditation, a sober life. Faith had led them to this place, and now “Knowledge” to them
will have to be given. Receptive and confident, they were waiting.
Suddenly a sound attracts their attention, and on each of their head they see a ball of
fire, emitting seven flames. Each of these balls seems to carry the seal of a zodiacal sign.
There are twelve of them. Each disciple is pervaded by a new and powerful vibration,
each of them makes it resonate. And now each knows its mission, knows that he has all
the power to fulfill it. For the Holy Spirit is in them, the Great Comforter. Before they
had the Faith; now Knowledge gives them the power to act.
Brother, from the rise of the “Feeling” to the “Ascension” you have received seven
lessons. They are fundamental. You cannot leave a single one aside, for they are part of
the Path to the Ascension, they are the Ascension.
Brother, have you in you realized that the Ascension begins with the rise of the
Feeling?
Brother, have you, deep in you realized that in each lesson offers an “open door”
inviting you to partake of the kingdom of the Father?
Brother, have you, deep in you realized that each lesson, each sentence, each word
makes vibrate the purest notes, the most elevated in you?
Brother, have you, deep in you realized that when you so vibrate, you are receiving a
powerful current, helping and encouraging you?
Brother, have you realized deep in you that there is a Cause at the origin of these
seven lessons? That this Cause is expressing itself in a trinity: Vibration, Rhythm,
Speech?
O brother, the text of these lessons is but the physical vehicle of this trinity that is
Vibration, Rhythm and Speech. And this trinity is the expression of the Cause. By the
text, your attention is attracted upon the trinity, and through the trinity you contact the
Cause.
When you consciously vibrate to the third element of the trinity, Speech, the Cause
can pour to you a current that purifies your instrument of expression, your personality
and harmonizes it. Then, in you, Love grows.
When you consciously vibrate to the second element of the trinity, Rhythm, the Cause
can pour to you, inducing the expansion of Soul consciousness, the beauty in you. Then,
in you, Wisdom grows.
When you consciously vibrate to the first element of the trinity, Vibration, the Cause
can pour to you a current developing Being consciousness. Then in you Power grows.
And when you consciously vibrate to Speech, Rhythm and Vibration, brother, the
Cause is manifesting in you, then brother, in you the Creator grows.
Brother, do you know what does signify vibrate with something?
Vibrate constructively means “sing with”. Therefore, if “the one” instructing you sings a
song that feels beautiful, awakening in you the most elevated notes, perhaps you think

that it means “the vibrate with”. So it is, brother, but even more. When you play a fa on
a piano, have you remarked that all the fa notes resonate, vibrate, and sing with, on each
octave, according to their color? Have you observed that the harmonics meet this song,
each according to its own nature, according to its own color? You too, brother, sings the
Speech, sing the Rhythm, sign the Vibration. Sing, brother, sing…
This is where comes the mystery of Pentecost. But for you, brother, would it be a
mystery? Why wouldn’t you take off the veil and contemplate the simple fact behind the
appearance?
The disciples have vibrated to Jesus’ song, but have not vibrated “with”. The song of
the Christ-Jesus makes vibrate in them their Christ consciousness, then making them lean
onto this exterior ‘source’. They have learned all, having vibrated to the highest notes,
with Jesus, they feel strong. Without Jesus, they feel week, because they have not yet
understood that if first one has to vibrate to Jesus, then one has to vibrate with the
teaching, otherwise understanding will not come. This is why, at one point, Jesus, the
exterior support has been withdrawn; the exterior Christ is removed. Then the disciples
had to chant, and they chanted with their own voice the chant of the Christ, according to
their own color. Then the Christ consciousness becomes active in them. The Source is
not exterior anymore; the exterior support has been withdrawn. Now the Source sings in
them, strength springs in them. Now understanding can be given, now the Holy Spirit
can manifest in them. “Then they were filled with the Holy Spirit”…
Brother, you too, after the awakening of the Christ consciousness, you prepare to
receive the Holy Spirit. You too has received the fundamental lessons that are the Path.
Would you be able to thread the Path on your own? Would you too, with your own
voice, chant the song of Love? Like the disciples, prepare, brother. Through a sober life,
a life of purity and harmony, prepare your personal consciousness by prayer and
meditation, prepare in your consciousness of Soul; by will and determination, prepare in
your consciousness of Being. Prepare, brother, simply, totally.
In the Peace of the Temple,
In the daily action, It is the Being chanting,
Now and forever.
Be unshakable in your determination. May your daily life be a prayer, an offering
of harmony and purity. Then in your meditation, follow the Path that you now know:
Meditation
In the calm of the present moment.
I rest in Peace, confident and tranquil.
All is quiet around Me.
My consciousness, calmly,
Looks into capricious thoughts,
Being playful along the imagination…
Then, slowly,
It brushes aside all thoughts of illness,

Of pain, of worry,
What remains then but images of Peace,
Of Joy, of Love…
Slowly, very slowly, my consciousness,
Winds up the course of thoughts, of imagination.
Yes! It is here! Light grows…
Thoughts become more silent,
The images more subtle.
Light grows still more…
All is quiet in Me.
Silence!
A Divine Peace is pervading me,
An infinitely sweet balm penetrates.
Where are illnesses, pains, worries?
Disappeared! As shadow before Light…
What a Peace, Sweetness, Love…
Yes! I am in the Temple of Silence.
Verily it is the Temple of God.
Silence!
All is SILENCE,
However, what activity, what strength,
What Life, what Light, what Love!
I am bathed by this Splendor.
My total Being is regenerated by this grandeur,
I Am in this Radiating,
And this radiating is in Me.
I receive…I give…
All is revealed…I reveal…
Verily I Am the perfect manifestation of God.
Father! It is Thou…
In this great Silence which is Peace,
Joined, quietly, face to face,
My Father and Me, we exchange…
In the Divine Peace of the hour,
Father, our communion is perfect,
Yes, Father! I am Light of your LIGHT,
I radiate your Light in the world.
O! you who thirsts to see, come closer,
And I will open your eyes.
Yes, Father! I Am the Life of your LIFE,
I breathe Life, Strength, and Health.
Come to me, you who thirsts Life,
And I will give you to drink,

Yes Father! I Am the Love of your LOVE,
I am radiating Love.
Come to Me, you who are tired,
And I will relieve you.
Are we not Brothers of the same family?
Cells in the same Body?
Verily I AM the perfect manifestation of God,
GOD is my BEING,
Father, I accept.
And now, don’t you sense, rise deep in your heart a chant, deep and sweet, a chant of
Love calling you?
Brother, let the past and its pains go, come again take your place among us. Let your
servitude go, your place is one of a Master; aren’t you One with us, as we are you?
The chant grows, filling all your Being, erasing your past, erasing all your pains; a
fresh Joy entirely animates you.
Verily, it is a song of Love, it is song of Life, it is a song of Light.
It sings your liberation, your new Life. Realize, you are reborn, you are a Christ, your
Love illumines the world…
Brother, may the Peace be with you.

